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1. General situation in the Ukraine

Asked whether it was true that Ukrainian language was now
vanishing altogether in the Ukraine and more and more substituted with
Russian, Subject reacted very strongly almost vehemently against "such
assertions " and tried his best to convince Source to the contrary. He
stressed several times that such assertions from whomever they came , were
absolutely false. he himself was always interested in Ukrainian literature
and he knew very well that just in recent years there had been a remarkable
revival of everything Ukrainian. Since 1956 Ukrainian literature
blossomed as not

for

many years before. Tide have a great number of new

young writers, poets ,and scholars; we are publishing more and more
books, more and more young people are getting interested in our problems,
and no one is going to 'vanish" Ukrainian language".
Later on hen he calmed down ,he complained that some Ukrainian
parents were sending their children to Russian schools because by doing
so they hoped to further better their careers in the future.
2. Coexistence.
In Subject's view peaceful coexistence was not onfy necessary but
also possible. All Soviet -.. a-,:les did not want war and were afraid of it
because it would doom the whole world. The USTh could much easier
agree to a real coexistence if there were not still some painful
"outstand i ng problems". Ho thought, f r instance, of Berlin. Subject could
not understand why Americare and GernanS did not agree to neutralization
of the city of Berlin. In his opinion, this was the only logical solution
oosible.
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When Source mentioned "the wall of Berlin" aubject set out to justify
it by pointing out that it prevented the West to continue its subversion
and intelligence activities.
Subject wanted to know what actually General de Gaul e meant by
Europe "up to Ural Mountains". After Ms explanation he thought that it
was not clear to him what General rea:Ly meant and he doubted 4.ether his
concept was conducive to peaceful coexistence.
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Source met Subject at 13.00 hrs at the Exposition. He seemed to be
very glad to see her. Very soon, however, a Soviet woman approached them
and asked Subject to go to the other department and demonstrate some instruments.to visitors. Subject replied quite angrily that he did not care
for 'unlearned visitors" and was not gping to waste his time • The woman
blushed and went away but instead came a So y who be gan to ask Source who she
was, where did she come from, how long was she gthing to stay in Genoa coo.
Later on Source ha 4 again opportunity to talk to Subject tete—a—tete but
iuSt f or 20 minutes.

1. Food crisis
According to Subject the 1963 harvest was indeed very bad and
le,thout nu y chases of grain abroad the situation might have turned out
pretty bad. But now everything was more or less fine. He thought there
will be no need to introduce ration cards for food.
Asked if the had harvest was the only reason for food shortage
Subject relied that indeed this was the mait cause. he 6id not think there
was anything wrong with collective farms sy5tem as such but what was needed
Was
,perhaps more attention of the government for agriculture in general.
Actually , Pkoper steps in this direction have ei-i".:/itaken and he
hoped that within next 5-10 years the agricultural situation will much
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imcruve.
At that moment they were again a pproached by
the Soy who wanted before to know an about Source, and caLed Subject aside.
He whisiDered something into Subject's ear and after his return the
seemed to be somewhat upset.

Then he sugested to go outside "to breath freh

air". When outside Source/ remarked that all Sovs here s p eak iikE either
like small children or old standard records. how could they, for instance,
contrary to their inner convictions, try to prove that they were happy
with one party system?
Subject replied that he preffered not to talk politics anymore
and suggested they swibh better to literature . he agreed, however,
that it was not easy to discuss even literature without being involved
into politics.
In the meantime Ilig*Itaida Source noticed that they
were photographed by another So y who soon approached them and exchanged
with them a few sentences on weather, Genoa f and other genariities.
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Subject: Kaplychnyi,Vilen
Source : Prof Sh.

1. Physical description of Subject as by M. Subject is graduate
of Kiev Politechnical Institute ,now employed as engineer at the 2 actory of
Electronic Microscopes in SUMY • h i s plant belongs to KHARKOV. Married, his
wife is engineer - economist. Their six years old daughter goes to kindergarten
In &ail where she learns Ukrainian. At home they also speak Ukrainian though
sometimes use Rus inn as well.

28 -Mar 1964 at
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2. Subject refused to accept any literature and was quite frightened
when Source suggested he takes something withS him to read.
3. At Desiatylitka Subject studied in U k rainian. Complained that at
the Polytechnical Institute in Kiev he had to switch over to Ruedan. When
asked why students do not protest against arbitrary use of Russian, replied:
"We :Ili suffer but what canwe do?" and then added: " Only at the Polytechnical
Institute all is in Rusian. At the Shevchenko -Univ:rsity Ukrainian is
dominating".
4. Subject complained that some Ukrainian parents were primarily
responsible for Rusification of their children since they deliberately sent
their children to Rus'ian schools and lamed them to speak Rusian instead of
Ukrainian.
5. AccordinA to Subject 'there were some ups and downs with
Ukrainian publications but last year the situation improved again."
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